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MONDAY

What words help youTUESDAY
know
what unconditional means
in paragraph 1 of Lidia’s
Which writer would most
paper?
Lidia
likely volunteer at an
animal Selina
THURSDAY
shelter? Explain.
• _____ Both had • _____
• _____ experience • _____
FRIDAY
pets. • _____
• _____ with
What was
the author’s
purpose in each article?
WEDNESDAY What is an antonym for
dependent as it is used in
paragraph 1 of Selina’s paper?
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Answers in the answer key are not always in complete sentences. It is recommended that students always answer in complete sentences.
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Correct this sentence:

FIFTH GRADE

The words, “...he will listen and not judge me.” and “...happy to see me no matter what.”, help me know what
unconditional means.
Lidia
Acorn Ridge Elementary School
Lidia might work at the animal shelter because
she likes animals.
5 Selina: is in Grade 3 (younger), doesn’t like pets, not
Lidia: is in Grade 5 (older), loves pets, friends Grade
with dogs
friends with dogs
Pets Are Fun
Each author was expressing an opinion.
self-reliant, independent
1
I love having a pet! My dog provides me with
They’re getting two puppies. Their dad didn’t want any.
hours of fun. We play ball and wrestle around on the
Walkingground
Sticksalmost every day. When I come home from
school,
he’s
greet
me(camouflage)
with a wagging tail, a
change colors, cover themselves, hidden wings,
remain
still,there
lookstolike
a twig
friendly
unconditional
love. atI can
They are not noticed because they look like sticks,
theybark,
are inand
trees,
and they are active
night.tell him
all my troubles and deep dark secrets, and he will
Paragraph 4 is about the life cycle of a Walking Stick.
listen and not judge me. He’s happy to see me no
The author thinks they are gentle and interesting
and what.
encourages people to pick them up.
matter
The author wrote this to inform.
Doesn’t the walking stick use a camouflage
2 trick toI hide?
feel safe when he’s around. My dog keeps me

Writing

Walking Sticks

FIFTH GRADE

(Read to learn about walking sticks.)
What looks like a stick, feels like a stick, but is not
really a stick? It is an insect called a walking stick! These
strange insects are fairly common, but most people never
notice them. Nighttime is the best time to see one. You
will have to look up in the trees because they feed on tree
Writing
leaves.

Week 1
Friday
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Think Sheet

2 Week 1IfPets
youAre
ever
see
a stick
Fun
& Pets
Areor
Nottwig
Fun that appears to be

it is gentle and won’t hurt you. There are many kinds of
walking sticks. In North America, they grow to be about
six inches long and have no wings. But in the tropical parts
of the world, some have wings and canWeek
grow
up to
foot&inPets Are Not Fun
1 Pets
Area Fun
length!

Writing

Thursday Answer:

Elaboration

M

T
W
Th
F

T

(1)Our dog, Sadie, had a litters of pups that she hid in her doghouse. (2)She did not
ednesday Rewrite Tuesday’s sentence. Add a prepositional phrase.
want us to take them out to look at them.
Dermestids
4
When cool weather comes, the femalesWriting:
make theirWhat
way change, if any, should be made
ursday Write
another1?sentence that supports Wednesday’s sentence.
to sentence
Larvae are small, but they can eat many times their size.
to the tree tops. From high in the branches, each female
Pets Are Not Fun
A
Change
riday Add a second supporting sentence for Wednesday’s sentence.
Dermestid larvae quickly eat the flesh off of bones in the museums. This helps scientists study and display
drops about 100 eggs to the ground. Amazingly,
thethat
tough to since
cleaned bones.
Bsnow
Change
litters to litter
eggs
stay
hidden
under
the
leaves
and
all
winter.
1 theyHaving
a pet
is noit.fun at all for me. I used to have
They are not put into wooden boxes because
would eat
through
They can even survive being stepped C
on! Change
In the spring
hidtheto had hid
a dog, so I know how much trouble they can be. First
“Eat...larvae do a good job at eating.”
baby walking sticks hatch out and crawl
At first1they
A B C D
D away.
Sentence
should not be changed.
of all,
my indog
very you
dependent
on me.ticket.
I hadorto Go to the Guggenheim
Go to the Guggenheim Museum at 9:00, but don’t
stand
linewas
because
have a prepaid
arecomfortably
green like the spring
leaves. up
Slowly
they
grow and
shed
(1)My cat is
curled
in a
corner
for
the afternoon. (2)My dog, on the
him everyday
and make sure that he had enough
Museum at 9:00. Don’t stand in line. You havefeed
a prepaid
ticket.
their
skin.hand,
This occurs
aboutme
five to
or six
times
until
they
are and throw him a ball.
riday
Answer:
other
wants
play
with
him,
water to drink. If he made a mess on the floor
Writingfully grown. By fall they are adults. Be on the lookout for
Protectiveclean
Parents
Writing: What
change,
if insects.
any, should
be
made
in
sentence 2?
with
his
food
or
spilled
his
water,
I
had
to
clean
it
up.
these
slow-moving
They
are
all
around
us.
Third person
Speaking of cleaning up after him…after he ate, I hadA Change throw to threw
Commotion means squawking, loud noises, yelling, clatter, or words to that effect.
to let him out in the backyard to “do his business” and
B Change him to he
Parents protect their young.
then I had to go clean that up, too! Yuk!
C Delete the comma after him
Answers will vary. Accept all thoughtful responses.
A B C D
D Sentence 2 should not be changed.
Acorn Ridge Elementary School

Writing

2
My dog was always chewing up stuff. He would
chew my shoes, my books, and even some of my cool
I read Anne of Green Gables, The Secret Garden, and Sounder this month.
video games if I forgot to put them away. And if that
wasn’t bad enough, guess who got blamed for all this?
You guessed it, me!

Wednesday Answer:
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Add a questio
n mark.

Insert a co m m
a.

I almost always feel safe when my dog is around.
Writing: Which word or words below means the same as almost always?
A Completely
(1)My dog is very obedient. (2)He listens
intently to me as I speak, then he quickly obeys.
B Sometimes
Writing:FIFTH
What
is the correct
way
write
sentence
2?
FIFTH
GRADE, Week
© 2015
Lone Starto
Learning,
C Usually
Week 1
Week 2
GRADE 2
© 2015
Lone
StarLtd.
Learning,
Ltd.
A Then he listens intently to me as I speak
and he ever
quickly obeys.
D Hardly
B He listens intently to me. As I speak then.
He quickly
obeys.correctly.
Rewrite
this sentence
C He listens intently. To me as I speak, then he quickly obeys.
A B C D
D Sentence 2 is written correctly.

FIFTH GRADE

5th Grade

$124.99

FIFTH GRADE
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Proofing:

Student Think Sheet

• Capitalization

Student Think Sheet
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Circle the word; add
the correct spelling.
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A B C D

their getting two puppys they’re dad didn’t want none
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Make this a
capital letter.

Who What
When Where
How
Why

Redraw the Venn diagram with at least 3 differences between each writer.
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3
Keeping my dog cleaned and groomed was
another problem. I had to bathe him and brush him
every time he got into a mess. Pets are just too much
trouble for me. I’d rather just watch Scooby Doo on
television.
FIFTH GRADE, Week 1
FIFTH
GRADE

Take it out.
Add so mething
.

Elaboration:

F

The baby jay’s parents attacked him.

Editing Marks
:

Add a period.

Name:_________________________________

3
Looking like a twig and remaining very still helps to
keep walking sticks safe from birds, lizards, and spiders.
The author probably put their arms out to the side and flapped them like wings.
They use many tricks to protect themselves. Some can
The goose followed the author home and tried to go inside the author’s house.
3
My dog is very obedient. He comes when I call,
a darker
color
at nighttoy
and he
backhad,
to a lighter
Mychange
dogtodrug
out
every
but color
he didn’t play with a thing!
At first the author thought the goose was a bully, but then he felt sorry for him.
and he stays when I tell him to stay. Whenever I take
during
the day. They can also cover themselves with moss
The goose’s behavior was troublesome because he had imprinted with a human.
Name:_________________________________
Writing: How should
this sentence be changed?
him for a walk, he stays close by and doesn’t run
to blend into the trees better. Some walking sticks even
Week 1 Pets Are Fun
Writing to toys
Animals of the Wild
have brightly colored wings. The wings stay tucked away
away. He is smart, too. He can do the tricks that I’veA Change toy
onday Change pet to a specific noun and add an adjective. (Always use articles as needed each
Endangered means the species is in danger oftaught
becoming
there
so few
tothe
dragged
unless
insects are in danger. When that happens, they
him extinct
when because
I want him
toare
show
off.left.
I guess youB Change drug
week as you begin creating a sentence in this Elaboration section of the Think Sheets.)
their wings out. This surprises their attacker and gives
C Delete the fan
comma
tell thatbetween
my dogpets
is one
very best
friends!
Grandpa wanted to inform his grandson of thecan
difference
and of
wildmy
animals
that are
endangered.
the walking
stickneed
a chance
to fly
away.
A B C D
D This sentence
doesn’t
to be
changed.
Grandpa probably doesn’t like zoos because he thinks wild animals do not belong in cages.
_________________________________________
FIFTH GRADE, Week 1
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FIFTH GRADE, Week 2
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FIFTH
GRADE
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Week 1
FIFTH
GRADE
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Week 2
When the men saw the special agents,
they
started to run.
uesday Rewrite Monday’s specific noun and adjective. Add a specific verb and adverb to
uesday Answer:
The setting is the Mexican desert many years ago.
form a sentence.
My grandmother brought a gift from N.M., but I don’t like it.

Hard-WorkingSelina
Dermestids
Grade 3
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1

moving, take a closer look. It may be a walking stick, but
Monday Answer:
don’t worry. You can pick it up. It looks scary at first, but

company
The Guard
Goose until my parents get home. I know he will
because
The troll in “Billy Goats Gruff” and “The Guardprotect
Goose” me
werefrom
bothdanger
acting like
bullies.he barks and growls
whenever he thinks I might be in trouble. He also
The author organized the story chronologically in the order in which they happened.
barks whenever a stranger gets too close to me.

FIRST GRADE

• Punctuation • Spelling
FIFTH GRADE
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• Subject/Verb Agreement

• Fragment
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What words help you know
what unconditional means
in paragraph 1 of Lidia’s
paper?
FIFTH GRADE

Which writer would most
likely volunteer at an animal
shelter? Explain.
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THURSDAY
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WEDNESDAY
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Selina
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• _____ Both had • _____
• _____ experience • _____
• _____ with pets. • _____
FIFTH GRADE
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WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY
FRIDAY
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What was the author’s
purpose in each article?
Week 1
Wednesday
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READING PASS

AGE

Lidia
Grade 5

What is an antonym for
dependent as it is used in
paragraph 1 of Selina’s paper?

Acorn Ridge Elem

entary School

Pets Are Fun
1

I love having a pe
t! My dog provid
es me with
hours of fun. We
play ball and wrest
le around on the
ground almost ev
ery day. When I
come home from
school, he’s there
to greet me with
a wagging tail, a
friendly bark, an
d unconditional lov
e. I can tell him
all my troubles an
d deep dark secret
s, and he will
listen and not jud
ge me. He’s happ
y to see me no
matter what.

2

FIFTH GRADE
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Week 1
Friday

Also available in:
digital form!

Digital Subscription

1 year: $69.99

I feel safe when
he’s around. My
dog keeps me
company until my
parents get home
. I know he will
protect me from
danger because he
barks and growls
whenever he think
s I might be in tro
uble. He also
barks whenever a
stranger gets too
close to me.
3
My dog is very ob
edient. He come
s when I call,
and he stays when
I tell him to stay.
Whenever I take
him for a walk, he
stays close by an
d doesn’t run
away. He is smart
, too. He can do
the tricks that I’v
taught him when
e
I want him to sho
w off. I guess yo
can tell that my do
u
g is one of my ve
ry best friends!

FIFTH GRADE,

Week 1
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